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Exploring the cultural perception of animals in early Chinese thought, this careful reading of Warring States and Han
dynasty writings analyzes how views of animals were linked to human self perception and investigates the role of the
animal world in the conception of ideals of sagehood and socio-political authority. Roel Sterckx shows how perceptions of
the animal world influenced early Chinese views of man's place among the living species and in the world at large. He
argues that the classic Chinese perception of the world did not insist on clear categorical or ontological boundaries
between animals, humans, and other creatures such as ghosts and spirits. Instead the animal realm was positioned as
part of an organic whole and the mutual relationships among the living species - both as natural and cultural creatures were characterized as contingent, continuous, and interdependent.
This book re-examines the origins of modern Mongolian nationalism, discussing nation building as sponsored by the
socialist Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party and the Soviet Union and emphasizing in particular the role of the arts
and the humanities. It considers the politics and society of the early revolutionary period and assesses the ways in which
ideas about nationhood were constructed in a response to Soviet socialism. It goes on to analyze the consequences of
socialist cultural and social transformations on pastoral, Kazakh, and other identities and outlines the implications of
socialist nation building on post-socialist Mongolian national identity. Overall, Socialist and Post-Socialist Mongolia
highlights how Mongolia’s population of widely scattered seminomadic pastoralists posed challenges for socialist
administrators attempting to create a homogenous mass nation of individual citizens who share a set of cultural beliefs,
historical memories, collective symbols, and civic ideas; additionally, the book addresses the changes brought more
recently by democratic governance.
Commentary from various crew members provides an in-depth look into the filmmaking process."--BOOK JACKET.
Documents the history of writing to the present day. Covers every script officially used throughout the world.
This volume is a collection of ten articles published between 2009 and 2016 by Mark Dickens on the Assyrian Church of
the East in Central Asia, along with a new article on Mar Yahbalaha III, the only Turkic patriarch of the Assyrian Church
of the East. Most articles deal with the textual evidence for Syriac Christianity in Central Asia, including six on Christian
manuscript fragments from Turfan (China) and two on gravestone inscriptions from Semirechye (Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan). As the volume title indicates, these articles remind us of the centuries-long presence of the Assyrian
Church of the East at the centre of the Asian continent, now all but forgotten due to the general scarcity of sources from
which this history can be reconstructed.
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A documentation of radio and television appearances by the jazz pianist and entertainer Thomas Fats Waller, from his
first broadcast in 1923 at age 19, until his final airing shortly before his premature death in 1943. This book also includes
a comprehensive discography and photos.
East Syriac Christianity spread outside the Roman Empire as a result of the missions carried out by the "Church of the East",
formerly known as "Nestorian Church". This volume contains the most recent cutting edge research on this very Church in China
and Central Asia. World-renowned scholars from universities and institutions in China, India, Europe and North America
contributed to the study of this fascinating chapter of the history of Christianity. They come from various disciplines such as
Religious and Ecclesiastical History, Philology (Sinology, Syrology), Archeology, Theology, and Central Asiatic Studies.
Using stories to show the importance of wildlife in Native American traditions, this book gives parents and teachers an exciting way
to teach children about animals.
Imagine living in a 13-storey treehouse that includes a secret underground laboratory, self-making beds, a vegetable vaporiser and
a marshmallow machine that shoots marshmallows into your mouth? Well Andy and Terry are lucky enough to live in one, where
they have a series of completely mad adventures. And today Andy and Terry manage to get their dates all mixed up. They thought
that they were going to rehearse their new play, The 13-Storey Treehouse, except they forgot to write it! And to make matters
worse, they need to find flying cats, a mermaid, a sea monster, an invasion of monkeys, and a giant gorilla! Despite not having any
of these things, they do have a box of costumes and props, some pretty awesome technology and friends to help out!
Producing and Directing the Short Film and Video, Fifth Edition is the definitive book on the subject for the serious film student or
beginning filmmaker. Its unique two-fold approach looks at filmmaking from the perspectives of both the producer and director, and
clearly explains how their separate roles must work together to create a successful short film or video. Through extensive
examples from award-winning shorts and insightful interviews, you will learn about common challenges the filmmakers
encountered during each step of filmmaking process—from preproduction to production, postproduction, and distribution—and the
techniques they used to overcome them. In celebrating this book’s twentieth anniversary, this edition has been updated to include:
Two all-new, in-depth cases studies of esteemed short films—Memory Lane and the Academy Award-winning God of Love A
revised chapter progression that reinforces the significance of the actor - director relationship Interviews with the filmmakers
integrated alongside the text, as well as new images and behind-the-scenes coverage of production processes Revamped
sections on current financing strategies, postproduction workflows, and the wide variety of distribution platforms now available to
filmmakers A "Where are They Now" appendix featuring updates on the original filmmakers covered in the first edition An
expanded companion website (www.focalpress.com/cw/rea) containing useful forms and information on distributors, grants and
financing sources, film and video festivals, film schools, internet sources for short works, and professional associations
From its first beginnings over 7,000 years ago, the land that is now Egypt nurtured an extraordinary pioneering civilization - one of
the oldest, most powerful, long-lasting and technically accomplished cultures the world has ever known. Over the millennia its
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achievements have never lost their power to amaze and delight - and justly so, for Egyptian architects and artists produces some
of the greatest masterpieces of world art. This book presents a carefully chosen chronological selection of the finest works of art
produced over a period ranging from c.4000 BC, when sophisticated works of art were already being made, to c.200 AD, when
Egypt was a province of the Roman Empire. The works illustrated in Egypt: 4000 Years of Art are presented in strict chronological
order, they also form a succinct history of the subject that will be a valuable resource for students and teachers.
This is a workbook for primary school-age children educating about the social life, customs and history of China.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Twenty-eight-year-old Sebastian Long has been called the best actor of his generation. Discovered while performing cheap fight
pictures in Morocco, Sebastian wins an Oscar for his breakthrough role in the film Checkmate. His performance is raw, surprising,
and powerfula calculated dance with sexual taboo. But his performance isnt the only contributing factor to the Oscar win.
Paramount Pictures helps Sebastian get the Oscar by positioning him in the media as the first gay contender. Sebastians handlers
work the gay is hot factor, making Sebastian the new gay it boy. The only problem is that Sebastian is married and is the father of
two young children; his wife, Claire, and family are hidden from the media. Sebastian excels at pretending to be gay off-camera.
But gay protest groups discover he is straight, violent, and self-serving. Every film studio wants Sebastian to play a gay role in their
next picture. But all of that changes when Sebastian arrives with his wife at the Oscar ceremony and kisses her on international
television, triggering Paramount to initiate legal proceedings for breach of contract. These proceedings have a decided impact on
Sebastians future career.
Adapted from three stories in two of Paul Jennings' collections, subsequently performed to school audiences. Ages 10-12 years.
The Gentile Times Reconsidered, by Swedish author Carl Olof Jonsson, is a scholarly treatise based on careful and extensive
research, including an unusually detailed study of Assyrian and Babylonian records relative to the date of Jerusalem’s destruction
by Babylonian conqueror, Nebuchadnezzar. The publication traces the history of a long string of interpretation theories connected
with time prophecies extracted from the Bible books of Daniel and Revelation, beginning with those from Judaism in the early
centuries, through Medieval Catholicism, the Reformers, and into nineteenth century British and American Protestantism. It reveals
the actual origin of the interpretation which eventually produced the date of 1914 as a predicted year for the end of “the Gentile
Times,” a date adopted and proclaimed worldwide to this day by the religious movement known as Jehovah’s Witnesses. The
importance of this date for the exclusive claims of the movement is repeatedly stressed in its publications. The Watchtower of
October 15, 1990, for example, states on page 19: “For 38 years prior to 1914, the Bible Students, as Jehovah’s Witnesses were
then called, pointed to that date as the year when the Gentile Times would end. What outstanding proof that is that they were true
servants of Jehovah!” The book contains a helpful discussion of the application of the Biblical prophecy regarding the “seventy
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years” of Babylonian domination of Judah. Readers will find the information refreshingly different from any other publication on this
topic.
A 1990 assessment of the cognitive abilities of children and the variables affecting memory.
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The first in-depth scholarly study in English of the Japanese performance medium kamishibai, Sharalyn Orbaugh’s
Propaganda Performed illuminates the vibrant street culture of 1930s Japan as well as the visual and narrative rhetoric of
Japanese propaganda in World War II.
Screenwriting Tip #99 Voice-over usually feels like scaffolding. You know-something you left in there when you were
constructing the first draft, but really should have torn out after it served its purpose. Screenwriting Tip #120 Always
remember that funny trumps everything. Your script could be written in crayon with your name spelled wrong on the
cover, but if it's genuinely funny, none of that matters. Screenwriting Tip #156 The easiest way to write kick-ass
protagonists is to make them incredibly good at what they do. Confused at the outline stage? Stuck in the swamp of Act
Two? Don't know who your protagonist is or where she's going? You might feel like a hack. But don't worry-you're not
alone. Even the most experienced writers feel like this at times. Sometimes we just need a few short pointers and
reminders to set us on the path again. Xander Bennett worked as a script reader in the trenches of Hollywood, reading
and covering hundreds of mediocre screenplays. After months of reading about heroic Sea World trainers, transgendered
circus detectives and crime-fighting chupacabras, he couldn't take it any more. Xander started a blog called
'Screenwriting Tips, You Hack', a place designed to provide short, witty tips on screenwriting for amateur writers all the
way up to journeymen scribes. This book is the evolution of that blog. Dozens of the best scripts (along with many brandnew ones) have been expanded into bite-sized chapters full of funny, insightful, highly usable advice. Let Xander's pain
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be your gain as you learn about the differences between film and television structure, how to force yourself to write when
you really don't want to, and why you probably shouldn't base your first spec script around an alien invasion.
A broad introduction to a major turning point in human development, this book guides the reader through the emergence
of civilization in Mesopotamia, when city life began and writing was invented. • Includes reference entries that explore
important aspects of Mesopotamian civilization, such as key historical developments, technological and intellectual
innovations, and aspects of social, economic, political, and domestic life • Enables readers to gain insight into the
thinking and life experience of ancient Mesopotamians through primary sources • Provokes discussion through the
debate of three major questions about the rise of civilization • Combines several different approaches to the subject to
promote critical thinking skillls and support Common Core State Standards • Supports NCHS World History standards for
Era 2, Standards 1A and 1B, and Common Core critical thinking skills for English Language Arts/World History and
Social Studies
George Orwell’s celebrated novella, Animal Farm, is a biting, allegorical, political satire on totalitarianism in general and
Stalinism in particular. One of the most famous works in modern English literature, it is a telling comment on Soviet
Russia under Stalin’s brutal dictatorship based on a cult of personality which was enforced through a reign of terror. The
book tells a seemingly simple story of farm animals who rebel against their master in the hope of stopping their
exploitation at the hand of humans and creating a society where animals would be equal, free and happy. Ultimately,
however, the rebellion is betrayed and the farm ends up in a state as bad as it was before. The novel thus demonstrates
how easily good intentions can be subverted into tyranny.Orwell has himself said that it was the first book in which he
had tried, with full consciousness of what he was doing, ‘to fuse political purpose and artistic purpose into one whole.’
The book was first published in England in 1945, and has since then remained a favourite with readers all over the world,
and has consistently been included in all prestigious bestseller lists for the past many years.
This new paperback edition provides a unique examination of theatre in Asia and the Pacific and is written by leading
experts from within the countries covered. Its far-reaching scope and broad interpretation of theatre (to include all types
of performance) set it apart from any other similar publication. Entries on 33 Asian countries are featured in this volume,
preceded by introductory essays on Asian Theatre, Theatre in the Pacific, History and Culture, Cosmology, Music,
Dance, Theatre for Young Audiences, Mask Theatre and Puppetry. The volume contains approximately 300,000 words
and includes national essays of up to 25,000 words each. The countries include: Afghanistan * Australia * Bangladesh *
Bhutan * Brunei * Cambodia * India * Indonesia * Iran * Japan * Kazakhstan *Kirghizia * Laos * Malaysia * Myanmar *
Mongolia * Nepal *New Zealand * Pakistan * Papua New Guinea * PhilippinesNew Zealand * Pakistan * Papua New
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Guinea * Philippines *Singapore * South Korea * South Pacific * Sri Lanka * Tadjikistan * Thailand * Turkmenistan *
Vietnam
Philosophers to Astronauts Readers Theater provides hours of fluency practice that features characters students know
and may even admire. The scripts and activities in this resource address standards in reading, speaking, listening, and
the history of science while providing a fun environment for everyone involved. When students practice their lines, they
read and reread the same passages. Under your direction, they gradually add more expression, read more smoothly, and
find any subtle meanings in the passages. Philosophers to Astronauts Readers Theater also meets the goals of the No
Child Left Behind Act through direct instruction in three of five key elements of reading instruction: reading fluency, text
comprehension, and vocabulary development.
From the bustling metropolis of Hong Kong to the sprawling Himalayan mountains and mighty Yangtze River, China is home to an
astonishing 1.3 billion people. Be an eyewitness to a country that is at once traditional and modern, and learn about its history, people, and
way of life in DK Eyewitness Books: China. Eyewitness China investigates China's present-day culture and highlights everything from life in
arural village to changing fashions and technological innovations. With hundredsof real-life photographs, discover the secrets of traditional
Chinese medicine, find out how China is surging ahead in international sports, trace each dynastywith the help of a comprehensive timeline,
and much, much more! Discover the world's most populous country - and how it's changing with the times.
This eclectic overview of horror cinema offers up a collection of horror films for practically any occasion and literally every day of the year. For
example, the author recommends commemorating United Nations Day (October 24) with a screening of The Colossus of New York, whose
startling climax takes place at the U.N. Building. Each day-by-day entry includes the movie title, production year, plot summary and critique,
along with a brief explanation of how the film fits into the history of that particular day and interesting anecdotes on the film’s production.
This one-volume Encyclopedia covers both the conceptual framework and history of translation. Organised alphabetically for ease of access,
a team of experts from around the world has been gathered together to provide unique, new insights.
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